
Would you like to experience rural life surrounded by 1,300 ter-
raced paddies? At the end of the course, you get the unique 
chance of tasting the rice harvested from the Uchinari rice paddies. 

●●

The terraced paddies date back to about 
1,200. The site is one of the 100 Best 
Views of Terraced Paddies in Japan. The 
landscape is the most beautiful and 
moving from summer to autumn when the 
paddies are filled with water. 

The terraced paddies of Uchinari

The ancient temple has a proud 
history dating back to approximately 
1,200. Fresh spring water flowers 
beneath Sekijoji Temple, which fills 
the rice paddies and flows into Sekijo 
River. 
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The vista offers spectacu-
lar views of the terraced 
paddies of Uchinari. The 
paddies come in all sizes, 
but small ones were built 
in the Kamakura era that 
have survived unchanged. 

④Tsukimiishi

The tree is 10 meters in circumfer-
ence and is reputed to be ancient. It 
bears an abundance of vibrantly-
colored nuts in the autumn. 

②The giant ginkgo tree
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①Uchinari Civic Hall → ②The giant ginkgo tree → ③
Farmers’ market → ④Tsukimiishi → ⑤Six-jizo pagoda → 
⑥Mizunashi Falls → ⑦Uchinari Civic Hall
※Offering experience programs and tour courses that let 
visitors fully enjoy Uchinari. Book

TEL: 090－7923－7881 (Goto, Admin Office)
※Japanese only
※Guides are available in English, Chinese 
(Cantonese and Mandarin), and Korean by prior 
arrangement.　※Additional fee appliesWhen? Experience session: 4th Sunday of June and October

Exploration session: 4th Sunday of May, July, and September(Please call for details.)

Times 10:00AM – 2:00PM

Meet-up 9:30AM at Uchinari Community Center Fee Adults 1,500 yen  Elementary school children 500 yen, free 
for pre-school children ※Includes experiences and lunch. 

Outstanding view! Uchinari Rice 
Terraces Experience and Walking TourUchinari Tanada Society


